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Following the success of her first two Young Adult novels, Undertow and Stormfront, Conway 
takes a detoured path into the past, introducing readers to a stand-alone prequel novel to her 
dark and twisted series. Both hillarious and heartbreaking, CRUEL SUMMER spins a tale of 
two unlikely souls, an immortal killer and an abuse survivor, who are thrown together by the 
shadiest of circumstances and are soon forced to toe the line between love and hate, truths 
and lies . . .

Kian O’Reilly is flawless as a killer. 

WWell-practiced in the art of making murder look like an accident, he is selfish, 
wealthy, and totally arrogant as a soul-stealing immortal. But when he ends up 
stranded on Cape Cod with a stolen car and a dead drug dealer in the trunk, he 
thinks his luck couldn’t get any worse.

That is, until Ana Lane shows up.

Gifted as a mechanic and surfeGifted as a mechanic and surfer, feisty Ana is not a fan of the entitled Frat Boys who 
show up every summer, messing with local girls. Believing Kian is one of those typi-
cal rich brats, she fixes his car and ruthlessly dismantles his cocky ego . . . which 
intrigues the dangerous soul thief.

Determined to spend more time with the prickly mechanic, Kian sets out to under-
stand what makes Ana so fierce. Soon, however, he uncovers the painful truth 
behind the real Ana Lane, and the decision to save her, may destroy them both.

”An amazing read! If you’re a fan of this YA series, this is the perfect book for you, and if 
you’re not yet among the brave, it’s time to start reading!” 

- Kat Szmit, Editor, Barnstable Patriot

“This book was great! The idea of a soul shark that preyed on unsuspecting 
surfers at night was brilliant. Although soul sharks, or Mortis, didn't only kill 
their victims via drowning, that was their main source of food; souls. Enter a 
dark, pretentious, rich guy and a mechanic with a sharp tongue and you've got 

a hit!” - NetGalley Australia

““A Must Read! Cruel Summer has the added bonus of a more present villain. 
One hides in Ana’s abusive and alcoholic father, who remains a constant and 
chilling presence within the pages of the story. One is never quite sure when 
the man will turn up, and just how his character will act during a particular 
scene. But the other villain is a little less tangible and hides within Ana and 

Kian’s relationship. I loved it!” - Book Twister Reviews.com

“Cruel Summer had me hooked from page one, and if I could have, I would have “Cruel Summer had me hooked from page one, and if I could have, I would have 
read the whole thing in one sitting. The characters were all so nicely developed, 

and I really loved how they seem to have grown throughout the story. I 
especially loved Ana's character who was strong and fierce, and wasn't afraid 
to speak up whenever she wanted to. This is one of the most perfect books I 

have read in a long time and I am in love with not only this book 
but also this series.” - All Time Book Reader.com
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“A fast and dramatic read as 
you will be constantly yearning 
to find out what happens. Five 

stars!”- NetGalley

“Wow! That about sums up my “Wow! That about sums up my 
feelings on CRUEL SUMMER 
and for the author KR Conway. 
It didn’t take long for her to 
make it to my favorite author 
list. Another five-star novel 
from Conway.” - Reading Diva
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